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Verifiable Facts Now Disclose an Epic Crime In Washington, DC!

Here are the facts, proven in news, law enforcement and public investigations:

** Thousands of articles discuss the possibility that Silicon Valley billionaires may be sociopaths, or otherwise deeply 
disturbed men who believe they are above the law. These kinds of people have been proven, in many past cases, to 
resort to extreme and criminal behavior without a second thought.

** Google and Tesla are run by Silicon Valley billionaires.

** Proven by web archives and metrics, the only company in the world that has had all of it's negative articles hidden 
by Google is Tesla.

** Proven by web archives and metrics, the only company in the world to own a majority, and covert, interest in Tesla 
is Google, via it's staff and owners.

** Internet records prove that the only company in the world to have it's press releases moved to P8 authority status 
by Google, even though concurrent negative coverage had a higher volume in every other search engine, and even 
though they were just Musk's press releases, is Tesla.

** Both Google and Tesla investors spent tens of millions of dollars lobbying for the invasion of Afghanistan and 
promoted white papers lauding “Trillions of dollars of lithium in Afghanistan” and “Afghanistan is the Saudi Arabia 
of Lithium”.

** More than any other companies on Earth, Google and Tesla are staged to make the most profits from mining deals 
in Afghanistan, particularly the mining of lithium, indium and related metals.

** Frank Guistra, Jacques Littlefield and a number of Russian oligarchs are all involved in big Middle East mining 
and funding Obama's Campaign and Hillary's campaign and got perks from the same in Government deals and were 
closely associated with Tesla and Google.

** Goldman Sachs is partners with Tesla and Google and made billions by skimming the very deals that crashed in the
Steven Chu DOE give-away plus the Tesla and Google stock manipulations.

** Goldman Sachs has been charged with profiteering in the invasion of Afghanistan.

** Goldman Sachs has been charged with criminal-class commodities market manipulation of the very metals, being 
mined in Afghanistan, that Google and Tesla, Sachs partners, also profit from.

** Google's money guys and Tesla's money guys are either the SAME guys and/or all have financial relationships

** Google, Tesla and Goldman Sachs, using back-door, illicit cash transfer routes were the largest financiers of the 
Obama campaign.

** None of Elon Musk's companies would be in business without White House intervention and tens of billions of 
dollars of government handouts.
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** In the HSBC “Swiss Leaks” Google, Tesla and White House staff were discovered to have had “slush funds”.

** The head of the Department of Energy, and his staff, were promoted for nomination by the investors of Google and
Tesla, who he had a personal and financial beneficiary relationship with.

** Eric Schmidt, the head of Google, has spent more time in the White House dictating national policy and federal 
hiring decisions (for his own benefit) than all of Congress combined. Schmidt even ordered his staff, and business 
partners, to be placed in charge of the FCC and U.S. Patent Office.

** Attorney General Eric Holder was promoted for nomination by the investors of Google and Tesla, who he had a 
personal and financial beneficiary relationship with.

** The financiers of Tesla and Google use “Flash-Boy” algorithm stock market software manipulation services.

** After Steven Chu was thrown out of the Department of Energy for running a kick-back scheme to the very same 
people, a duplicate scheme was moved to the Department of Transportation to relay cash for “Driver-less Cars” with 
the core beneficiaries, again, being Google, Tesla and their owners.

** The Afghan failures have cost the U.S. Taxpayers over six trillion dollars and the publication: Pro-Publica, has 
disclosed a hot bed of corruption deals associated with Afghan kick-backs, that continue to escalate.

** Tesla and Google “driver-less car projects” have been exposed as simply another scam to try to exploit the already 
failing lithium mining market and deals, because those particular cars use vast amounts of lithium, the mining deals 
for which are owned by Google and Tesla owners.

** From 2007 to today, Google Internet records prove that Google manipulated election information and public 
perceptions in order to seek to swing the election to the Obama campaign.

** Thousands of other provable financial, covert stock ownership, family trust fund and shell company disclosures 
prove that the suspects had a covert, organized, illicit political and business program underway, that they concertedly 
crafted.

Therefor... 

Tesla and Google owners must have funded the Obama election campaign in exchange for the promise of vast 
monopolies in Afghan mining deals to be exploited in their electric car and Solyndra-type holdings. It is true and 
verifiable that these three companies funded the campaign and only they got those benefits and all of their competitors
were targeted and damaged by the Obama Administration, which has ordered federal investigators not to investigate 
the matter. This seems to confirm that a trillion dollar kick-back scam was operated by senior White House staff and is
the subject of a White House-ordered cover-up.

Google under scrutiny over lobbying influence on …
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It also said Google funds about 140 trade associations and other ... Google's reach extends beyond 
Capitol Hill to the White House itself.
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http://www.theguardian.com/us-news/201[...]18/google-political-donations-congress
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Google Makes Most of Close Ties to White House Search giant averages a White House meeting a 
week during Obama administration
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Google hires a White House aide to handle its policy battles
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The trend of White House veterans leaving for tech giants (such as Press ... both a journalist and an 
official at the International Monetary Fund.
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The revolving door between Google and the White House continues ...
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Notable swaps between Google and the White House in the past ... for the US Treasury and 
International Monetary Fund, and was formerly as ...
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Google hires White House economist Atkinson as policy chief
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Google hires White House economist Atkinson as policy chief ... a former International Monetary Fund
official who has dual United Kingdom ...
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Google Taps Former White House Economist as Head of ... - Re/code
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Google hired former White House economic affairs adviser Caroline ... a senior executive with the 
International Monetary Fund and, prior to that ...
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Google Taps White House Aide to Head Public Policy ... speaking to reporters as the International 
Monetary Fund's External Relations Director.
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Government subsidies helped Elon Musk attain $13.3 …
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Elon Musk has not denied that his companies received substantial government subsidies, which have 
been estimated at nearly $5 billion in public assistance.
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Elon Musk trashes story that argues Tesla relies on government ...
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If there's a single, major criticism of Elon Musk, it's that he's running ... Elon Musk trashes story that 
argues Tesla relies on government handouts.
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Elon Musk is an obvious fraud | DSSK
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all of you have more information than i, but even i know that Elon Musk is not BY FAR not the only 
company owner that the US government shovels billions in contracts ...
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http://www.dssk.press/elon-musk-is-an-obvious-fraud/

Why does Tesla need billions in government handouts? - The Globe ...
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Elon Musk is billed as the new Steve Jobs. His all-electric Tesla cars are iPhones on wheels. The 
technology is not exactly new—Musk did not ...
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Be careful how you talk about government handouts provided to Elon Musk's companies or you might 
just make him angry. And you wouldn't ...
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Readers react to Elon Musk's $4.9 billion in government subsidies ...
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Elon Musk's growing empire is fueled by $4.9 billion in government ... It takes a really narrow view of 
the future to look at this as a handout and ...
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http://www.latimes.com/business/autos/[...]subsidies-comments-20150601-story.html

Inside Elon Musk's $1.4 billion score - Fortune
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Along the way Musk encountered a few surprises, not least that a key figure in this saga is the owner of
the legal brothel known as the Mustang Ranch (this is Nevada ...
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http://fortune.com/inside-elon-musks-billion-dollar-gigafactory/

Elon Musk Scores Again - WSJ
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http://www.wsj.com/articles/elon-musk-scores-again-1411944767 ..... So Elon gets yet another 
government handout for a company that doesn't ...
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Tesla's Profitability Hasn't Stopped the Government Handouts - US ...
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Tesla's Government Handouts Are the Gift That Keeps On Giving ... its stocks soaring, making its 
billionaire CEO Elon Musk even richer than he ...
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 Elon Musk became a billionaire because he was one of the founders of ... is whether any government 
should make such corporate handouts.
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Elon Musk has come under fire recently for the large amount of subsidies his ... Tesla isn't Elon Musk's 
only source of government largesse. .... creators".the percent of "job creators"gettin handouts is 
roughly100%.big gov is ...
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The stealthy, Eric Schmidt-backed startup that's working to put ...
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An under-the-radar startup funded by billionaire Eric Schmidt has become a ... executive chairman of 
Google parent-company Alphabet—to ensure that Clinton ... startup that's working to put Hillary 
Clinton in the White House ...
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Google's latest VR video is a trip through the White House during ...
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Google's latest VR video is a trip through the White House during ... Startup Wants To Turn Your $5K 
Into $2.5 BillionBusiness Insider | Fundrise.
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Google hires former White House adviser for its policy team ...
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Before her role at the White House, Atkinson worked as a journalist. She has also served as an official 
with the International Monetary Fund.
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